DataTrace Sentinel System

Real-Time Process Monitoring System for
HAACP Regulated Environments

DT Sentinel Process Monitoring System

FDA, USDA and HACCP
The FDA defines Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) as “a management system in
which food safety is addressed through the analysis and control of biological, chemical, and
physical hazards from raw material production, procurement and handling, to manufacturing,
distribution and consumption of the finished product.”
The USDA created and monitors/regulates HACCP to ensure that facilities are meeting
established minimum safe temperatures during their processes. The DataTrace Sentinel System
helps these facilities monitor from cook to chill for these minimum temperatures, addressing
food safety by preventing food borne illness.

Do you know how long it takes to achieve your minimum safe temperatures?
If not, you may not know if you are over- or undercooking. By using the Sentinel System to
profile your chill or cook curve, you will have an accurate representation of what your process
is doing over time when certain temperatures are applied to it while cooking and cooling. It is
advantageous to perform this check in every cycle versus a periodic check. If a USDA auditor
were to inquire about your cycle, you have concrete data to show that the cook was good,
and each cycle is cooked to perfection. The Sentinel will log these results for you to determine
whether the cook is good or bad, and you can set your own parameters.
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Introducing DataTrace Sentinel
The DataTrace Sentinel Monitoring System combines Mesa’s powerful reporting software along
with the latest in our data logger technology to deliver consistent, repeatable results from the
harshest of cooking environments.
The Sentinel system allows for real-time transmission of key metrics so that accurate
determinations can be made about the product within the process and when product can be
removed from the process at the most efficient and appropriate time, eliminating the need for
manual temperature verification, saving money and time.

Why Sentinel?
1. Increase Yields
In order to increase yield, you need to monitor your
temperature very closely to see when you meet your
minimum safe temperature. As soon as the target
temperature is achieved, you could shut down your
oven and move the food to the next process.
Meat dries out as it cooks, you need to make sure
that you meet the minimum temperature in the center
of the meat, and cook it just long enough so we do
not lose weight unnecessarily. The Sentinel monitors
these temperatures for you, and can show you when
the meat reaches the optimal temperature. If you see
that you are overcooking by 15 minutes, then you can
cut off that extra time in future processes, which also
increases the weight of your cooked meat (ex. From
4.5lbs to 4.7lbs), maximizing yield.
2. Decrease Energy Costs
By utilizing the efficiency features within DataTrace
Sentinel, you can reduce cook times by shutting
down the cooking process at the optimal moment the
appropriate temperature is achieved, thus conserving
energy and accompanying costs.
3. Increase Throughput
A more efficient production cycle allows for shorter
cook times, increasing the efficiency of your process
and the ability to get to the next cook cycle even
faster.
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Components
When you purchase a Sentinel System, you will receive accessories and batteries for your new data
loggers, and a professional installation from Mesa experts that work directly with your maintenance team.
If it is determined that you need NEMA enclosures or electricity run in an area, our team will work with you
to make sure everything is completed.
1. Metrology Equipment
Mesa offers our 801 Reference
Thermometer and Mesa Cal 8000 Silicon
Oil Bath. Our NIST-traceable accredited
facility has the ability to calibrate your
metrology equipment and loggers inhouse, reducing the amount of time
your instruments need to be off site and
decreasing the risk of having a logger go
out. No more inaccurate readings. We
can help you keep a close eye on your
loggers.
2. Repeaters
We use Repeaters to repeat the signal
from your smokehouse to control room.
This increases the range of the Sentinel
System without limiting or structurally
burdening your system.

3. NEMA Enclosure
There is a NEMA Enclosure available for your Repeaters to protect
them from wash-down environments. They seal the Repeater away
and protect them from the environment around them, giving you a
professional install. These are usually above the smokehouses, where
we can run an antenna directly into the smokehouse and the electrical
wiring can go right into the NEMA Enclosure.
4. Data Loggers
The Sentinel data loggers utilizing Logger Armor technology are vibration
and shock resistant, which makes them perfect for industrialized
application. The added extra seal adds a layer of protection, preventing
grease and other spills from dropping on your loggers. To make your
loggers easier to handle, we added a hook, which allows them to be hung
on racks or other locations where they will be out of the way. The flexibility
of the logger also makes it easier to probe meat products.
5. Customized Probes
We can customize our probes to meet different needs and have accessories
available for mounting probes in meat products. Please contact a Mesa
representative to discuss options that would best fit your applications.
6. Software
Our software integrates features for cooking cycles, such as ETA to Set Point, or ETA to Cook Time. You will
receive real-time data of the cook and can incorporate a bacteria growth zone range into your reports.
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Importance of Thermal Mapping
In an industrial environment, considerations must be made to protect the body from drops or
damage and seal against caustic chemicals to ensure the delivery of consistent data. Mesa’s
new DataTrace Logger Armor offers a robust, industrial strength casing for the MPRF DataTrace
data loggers. Each protective case is designed to not only protect the electronics of the logger,
but also provide you with greater convenience placing the logger probe within your product or
process.
Combining our data logger technology with Mesa’s powerful software allows the user several key
advantages including: thermal mapping, pre and post-process calibration checks, real-time data
delivery, and the ability to accurately and quickly predict cook finish times.

Maximize Cooking Efficiency
Without mapping, you could be decreasing your yield by overcooking, increasing your energy
costs by cooking for longer times than needed, and decreasing your throughput because your
cook time is taking longer than necessary. You also may not know if you are using broken
equipment. Incorrect mappings could lead to undercooking, or wildly varying results from cycle
to cycle. This could yield unseemly results, such as a USDA audit, as you may not be hitting
minimum safe temperatures and quality control is not where it needs to be. Use Sentinel for
tight quality control, down to the second.
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Professional Services
1. Installation/Consultation/Post-Evaluation
We will perform an initial site audit to make sure
we know where equipment will need to be located,
prepare floor plans and speak with maintenance
and personnel on-site. We will use this information
to determine logistics of how you will be using
your loggers and identify any weak points where
we may need repeaters, loggers or wireless signal.
We will then prepare a quote and go over what
will be needed at your facility. We may request
time to interface with on-site electricians as well to
notify them ahead of time where they will need to run power, in order to make necessary
arrangements.
2. Site Audit
During your site audit, you may be asked questions such as:
- How many smokehouses do you want to monitor?
- How many trollies go in a smokehouse?
- Is the roof accessible for an internal antenna?
- Where is your control room located in relation to your smokehouse?
- What are the walls of the control room made out of? (So we can determine whether
we will need an internal antenna out of your smokehouse for the control room to receive
wireless signal.)
3. Training
Our training includes one to two days of on-site training with your operators. They will be
given training manuals and receive hands-on training on how to use the software. They
will also be trained on care and maintenance of the system, and shown the best ways to
probe the meat.
Mesa experts are available to go on-site or remotely train new operators.
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Sentinel and Your Existing System
1. System Integration
Integration with your existing system is possible.* Integration allows you to continue using a
system you are already comfortable with to monitor production output and more, all in one
management system. For example, with software that communicates with PLC, you will not
need to turn the oven on and off with the data your logger provides. PLC Integration permits our
customers to save on energy costs and benefit from their meat products being cooks as perfectly
as possible without any operator intervention. The instantaneous shut off means operator
supervision is no longer required.
2. Reporting
Standard reporting uses the bacterial growth zone, which is the temperature range in which
bacteria can grow. Our reporting can show you when you are outside of that zone and for what
amount of time. This information can be printed on your report as a line on a graph, showing
the bacterial growth zone above or below it. You can also see a cook curve, to ensure you are
reaching your minimum safe temperatures. Using lethality as a standard, real time lethality will
allow the oven to be shut off as soon as the desired lethality is reached.
3. “Time to Finish Cook” Determination
If your operator has a lot on his plate, finishing with an oven and checking loggers within a certain
period of time, then this “time to finish cook” determination is a valuable time-saving feature.
4. In-House Calibration Checks
For in-house calibration checks, you will need a Mesa Cal 8000 Bath, a Mesa 801 Reference
Thermometer and our Software. It is as easy as putting your loggers in the Calibration Bath and
watching them for a minute or two to see they are reaching stability. In-house calibration checks
are a simple and cost-effective way to make sure your loggers are functioning properly prior to
use. This prevents malfunctions, wasted analytics, or losing your process cycle to having to redo data. You will not need to send your loggers in on a yearly basis, only when you believe your
logger may need repair or review from a Mesa expert. In the interim, you can feel confident you
have not been using an out of calibration logger.
*Please contact a Mesa representative to verify integration capabilities with your specific system.

801 Reference Thermometer

MesaCal Bath
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Contact Mesa today to see Sentinel in action.

303-987-8000
datatrace.mesaLabs.com
datatracesales@mesalabs.com

